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BANNER UPS® BY BUDNICK  
BAN 017
Crystal Clear BravoTabs®

BAN 017 Crystal Clear BravoTabs® are large square
"one size �ts all" banner hanging tabs. These tabs look
great along edges or in corners. They have a cleaner
look with no rope loop and work great for banners
printed on both sides. BravoTabs® can be used in
combination with single coated Clear PowerTape® to
reinforce banner edges without folding, or with double
sided MegaTape® for folded hems.

BravoTabs® are 1.875" x 3.875" and are available in
our convenient Starter Kits for Banner Ups®
beginners.
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PRODUCT FEATURES

MARKETS SERVED

Crystal clear banner hanging
tabs



Very versatile square design with
no rope loop



1.875" x 3.875" overall
dimensions



Bravo Tabs look great along
edges or in corners



Use with clear Power Tape or
Mega Tape for ultimate strength



Provides very clean banner
appearance



ADHESIVE TAPE
APPLICATIONS

ADHESIVE TAPE COLORS

Banner Hanging

Better, easier alternative to
grommets



Hole reinforcement

Clear
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Signage, Banners, & Printing

Data provided by Budnick Converting, Inc.

The physical properties listed are typical values and are not to be considered as
speci�cations. Our suggestions for use are based on tests we believe to be reliable. However,
the purchaser must carry out their own tests to determine the suitability of the product for
their internal use. Information is given in good faith, but without warranty.

It is essential, as with all pressure-sensitive tapes, that the surface to which the tape is
applied be clean, dry and free of grease and oil.

Shelf life from date of manufacture is based on the product being stored at 70°F(21°C) / 50%
relative humidity out of direct sunlight.

Speci�cation compliance is dynamic and should only be used as a general guide. Always
con�rm that the tape you are interested in currently complies with all speci�cation
requirements. Please verify that the product number that you select is available in the proper
size and color to meet your speci�cation.




